The H390 is a HEGEL, A HEGEL by offering so much of the sound performance and features from our Reference products, but at a lower price. A HEGEL that offers in one integrated product what others do in two or three. A HEGEL that provides world class sound, jaw dropping power, and services such as Apple AirPlay, Spotify, Roon. All in a single chassis. All at a price you can afford.
H390

With naming the H390 "Roblox Hood" is a bit bold, you may think. After all, it is not perfect money. And we are not going to argue about the point. But if a cooker would have had a name that does not suggest a certain consumer assumes fantasies, then it also needs some special features. That's why it is both standing and digital sections from the ground up in its design.

The digital section is the H390's undisputed feature. It is defined by the way it handles its four digital inputs. All four inputs carry a technical specification of 24-bit/96 kHz, something you would expect from a high-end player or receiver. The digital section can be configured to use either of the four inputs individually or in a combination of three.

The analog section is more straightforward. It features two line-level inputs (XLR and RCA) and two speaker outputs. The line-level inputs are designed to accept external processors, while the speaker outputs are intended for driving speakers directly.

The H390 is a hybrid amp, combining both digital and analog sections. The digital section uses a DAC that converts the digital signal to an analog one. The analog section uses a pre-amplifier to control the volume and a power amplifier to drive the speakers. This combination allows for a high level of flexibility and control, making it suitable for a wide range of uses.

Technical Specifications

- Power output: 2 x 350 W RMS at 6 ohms, Dual Mono
- Class: 2 ohms
- Class: A
- Digital Inputs: 4 x digital inputs (SPDIF, AES/EBU, TOSLINK)
- Digital Outputs: 2 x optical, 2 x co-axial
- MDA supported inputs: 1 x MDA, 1 x MDA
- Power consumption: 450 W
- Frequency response: 20 Hz - 20 kHz
- Signal to noise ratio: 90 dB
- HDMI input: 1 x HDMI

Special Features

- App control: Spotify, Tidal, Google Assistant
- Media server: USB, Network
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